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‘Miss Saigon’
raises the
roof

'Miss Saigon' raises the roof

T

he Joint Senior Production of ‘Miss Saigon’ was a sell-out success. Set in
the backdrop of the Vietnam War, the audience was instantly transported from the
Arts Centre to the gritty and sleazy atmosphere of the Dreamland Club during the
opening number ‘The Heat is On in Saigon’. The tragic story, based on Puccini’s
opera ‘Madame Butterfly’, centres around the whirlwind romance between Chris, a
disillusioned American soldier and Kim, a desperate and naïve orphan, forced to
work at the Club.
Matthew Kay assumed the lead role of Chris,
while Caroline Blair and Molly McLaughlin
gave alternate performances, sharing the lead
role of Kim. The standard of their performance
was exceptional and highly convincing: the
roles were maturely and sensitively portrayed
without being trite or over-sentimental. Adam
Whitmore ably supported with strong vocals
in his role as John, Chris’ fellow comrade,
while George Morgan exuded charm, adding
some comic relief in his role as ‘The
Engineer’, the seedy and corrupt club owner
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who longs to

Boublil and Schönberg’s highly complex musical score with its

live ‘The

dialogue reminiscent of operatic recitative. The committed

American

performances by all lent a professional edge to the production as

Dream’.

a whole – indeed, one had to remember that one was watching a

Jean-Paul

school production. After months of collaboration and long hours

Asumu

of rehearsal, ‘Miss Saigon’ emerged a triumph. Congratulations to

countered

all involved!

with a
menacing
performance
as Thuy, to whom Kim was formerly betrothed. Other stand-out
performances came from Ellen Bate, in her role as Chris’
American wife, who balanced dignified restraint and impassioned
despair, as well as Sian Rowlands, who played Gigi, the showgirl
whose brash exterior dissolves to reveal her true vulnerability.
The often sequinclad supporting
Ensemble
assumed a range
of demanding roles
and impressed
with their slick
choreography,
gymnastic ability
and vocal
cohesion. Indeed, both the cast and band dealt admirably with
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Chapter 2

Under 18s
National Water
polo champions
for fourth year

Under 18s National Water polo champions for fourth year

B

olton School remains the best Under 18 Water polo school team in the
country, having won the national ESSA title for the fourth year in a row in an
incredible period of national dominance.
Showing professionalism and maturity, the boys remained unfazed by the last
minute change of venue as Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School pool was closed
due to a plant room explosion. A new venue was found, Queen Elizabeth’s School
Barnet, and the tournament was delayed by 3 hours.
Overcoming Dulwich College 7-2 and Haberdashers’ 7-2 in Group A, the Bolton
team found themselves in a tight and nervy semi-final against Trinity School from
Croydon. Tied 4-4 at full-time, the Bolton boys won through 4-2 in a penalty shootout, which saw Elliot Makin as the hero, making three penalty saves. The final
proved a more straightforward aﬀair, as the boys met Haberdashers’ again, this
time overcoming them by 8 goals to 1.
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Chapter 3

Old Boy’s
Flying Visit

Old Boy’s Flying Visit

F

ormer pupil Jason Appleton, dropped in, literally, to Bolton
School as he paid a flying visit which was enjoyed by
pupils. Leaving Bolton School in 1990, he returned to land in his
Squirrel helicopter on the sports field having enjoyed 26 years in
the RAF which has seen him rise to Station Commander of RAF
Shawbury in Shropshire, home to the Defence Helicopter Flying
School and the School of Air Operations Control. Once the
helicopter rotor blades had stilled, pupils went out to greet him
and his pilot and colleague Flight Lieutenant P. J. Howard.
Over
lunch,
Jason
delivered
an
absorbing
talk to
Senior
School
pupils,
which
recapped his amazing career. Eschewing his early ambition to

the RAF after a schools’ liaison oﬃcer visited Bolton School. He
received an RAF Sixth Form scholarship and a flying scholarship
and, whilst he was still a student, he found himself flying solo
over the school and taking an aerial photo of the campus! Once
flying, he was sold and joined the RAF just six months after
leaving school, where he remains, having served 26 years, 2
months and 18 days. He told how he has served in most conflict
zones, from his first deployment in 1995, aged 23, to what was
Yugoslavia to leading British helicopters in Sarajevo, to landing
on HMS Invincible, to an intense period in Northern Ireland from
1997-1999 to six tours in Iraq and to tours to Afghanistan in
2011, 2012 and 2013. He showed photos of a missile that had
gone through his helicopter, missed personnel in the back by
inches and gone out the other side of the aircraft! He did say that
being shot at “concentrates the mind”. He told how the first year
in Northern Ireland had been very dangerous but the second year
was relatively peaceful after the peace accord was signed; he
recalled transporting Tony Blair and the inspirational Mo Mowlam
in his helicopter. He also spoke of his pride at having led the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee flypast in 2012 and at having Prince
Harry as one of his squadron; he recalled him being a good pilot
and soldier.

study Law and become a Barrister, his mind was made up to join
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Chapter 4

Under 12
Footballers
claim the Town
Cup

Under 12 Footballers claim the Town Cup

B

olton School Under 12 Football Team faced St. James’s School in the Semifinals of the Town Cup, emerging victorious after scoring 4-2 on penalties after the
game ended 2-2 after extra time. Goals came from Luca Latona and Joel Burgess,
setting up a final last night against Rivington and Blackrod High School.
In the final, after lots of possession and the creation of many opportunities, Bolton
School struggled to break down a stubborn Rivington side and it was looking as
though the game might be heading for extra time. Ben Male put the hosts 1-0 up,
with a neat finish into the corner that the goalkeeper just couldn’t quite keep out.
The second quickly followed, after a skilful run from Luca Latona was followed by
a neat left-footed finish. With five minutes remaining, the captain Joel Burgess put
the game beyond doubt, with an excellent 20-yard free kick, giving Bolton School
a well-deserved win.
Congratulations to the lads who thoroughly deserved their win, giving them an
excellent finish to the season.
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Chapter 5

ISFA Success

ISFA Success

M

any congratulations to James Kay upon receiving his Under 18 ISFA
National Cap in recent weeks. It is just reward for his dedication and commitment
to School Football over several years. James has represented the full ISFA
National squad throughout the year, playing against the likes of Sheﬃeld United,
English School FA, Welsh Schools, and Australia Schools. James has also been
selected to join the squad on their tour of Germany during the Easter holiday. We
wish him well for the tour and also as he continues his footballing career beyond
Bolton School.
Josh Bowers who has represented the full ISFA National Squad this year will also
join the Under 16 squad tour to Germany over Easter and we wish him well on
what will be a tremendous experience for him. Ethan Smyth, Harry Forshaw, Sam
Olawumi, Ben Holden, and Lucas Davies have been involved with the ISFA Under
13 North West Squad and will participate in the forthcoming Regional Festival at
Shrewsbury School in the coming months. Both Jameson Goloba and Luca
Williams-Denton have represented the ISFA Under 14 National Squad earlier on
this year at St. George’s Park.
ISFA representation provides fantastic opportunities for our boys, and it is always
pleasing to see so many of them gain recognition at regional and national level.
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Chapter 6

Young
Musician of
the Year

Young Musician of the Year

I

n its thirteenth year, the Young Musician of the Year competition once again
provided another wonderful evening of entertainment and accomplished musicmaking. Adjudicator Jennifer Downing, who is Director of Music at Bury Grammar
School Boys, was very impressed with all that she heard and had the unenviable
task of deciding upon the winners. After serious consideration, the Junior Winner
(Years 7-9) was announced
as percussionist Tyler Titley
from Year 9 and vocalist
Matthew Kay from Year 13
was awarded the Senior
(Years 10-13) prize. Each
boy took away a cash prize
of £100, a winner’s trophy
and had their name
engraved on the Young
Musician of the Year
plaques, which are on
permanent display in school.
There were also trophies and cash prizes for the Junior Young Composer of the
Year, Matthew Settle and Senior Young Composers, Matthew Kay and Jay
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Guitar section and Tyler Titley and Oliver King in the Percussion
category; each of these boys took away a trophy on the final
night.
Mr. Bleasdale, said: “It has been an exceptional evening of music.
My sincere thanks go to Jennifer Downing for judging and to our
accompanists Mrs. Hall-Smith and Mrs. Whitmore, to Mr.
Forgrieve for his help on many fronts and to Mr. Deakin for
making everything sound so great. Thanks also go to the boys –
and their individual music teachers – for their hard work. They
have provided us with a wealth of wonderful music over the last
month.”

Harland. A Most Promising Performer award went to Year 10 pupil
Adam Whitmore.
The competition had actually begun in mid-January, as hundreds
of boys took part in heats in seven instrumental categories. The
field was whittled down to 84 semi-finalists – 12 performers, six
Senior and six Junior, in each of the seven classes. Lasting the
whole day, the semi-final saw 14 pupils become winners in their
instrument class – Jamie Death and Jamie Gregson were junior
and senior winners in the Brass category, Harry Paterson and
Alfie Inkster were winners in the Piano/Organ section, Alfie Birkett
and Elijah Egun in Strings, Joshua Kay and Matthew Kay in the
Vocals category, Simon Whitmore and Tom Paterson in
Woodwind instruments, Jude Ashcroft and James Stevens in the
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Chapter 7

Junior Quiz
Team reach
Regional Finals

Junior Quiz Team reach Regional Finals

T

he Junior Quiz team comprising of Neeraj Singh, Thomas Martin, Moinuddin
Master and Anuj Mishra represented Bolton School in the North-West Inter-School
Quiz competition in March, accompanied by Mr. Humphrey, Miss Worth and Mr.
Cropper.
The format was the same as for the senior event earlier in the term: the team lost
to Westholme, comfortably defeated Stockport ‘B’ and lost to Merchant Taylors’
Boys. This resulted in a runners-up slot in the group by virtue of having scored
more points than other teams who also won one game, and so the team entered
the Plate competition.
In the semi-final, the team from Birkenhead ‘A’ was beaten by a large margin, and
so a Bolton Boys quiz team found itself in the final again. Would there be a happier
outcome this time? Sadly not, as Lancaster Royal Grammar School proved just
too strong in a close and exciting contest.
Nevertheless, the boys enjoyed the experience and are doubtless looking forward
to next year when Neeraj will still be a mainstay of the Junior team and Thomas,
Moinuddin and Anuj will be aiming for places in the Senior team.
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Chapter 8

Pupils Face
Grandmaster in
Simultaneous
Chess Match

Pupils Face Grandmaster in Simultaneous Chess Match

O

ld Boy and Chess Grandmaster Nigel Short returned to Bolton School to
meet the new crop of chess enthusiasts at his former school, and to inspire the
next generation of players.
Nigel left Bolton School in 1981 and at that time was already a chess prodigy,
having tied for first place at the British Championship in 1979 and become the
youngest International Master at the time in 1979/80. He was awarded the title of
Grandmaster at the age of 19, becoming the youngest in the world at the time, and
is now the oldest player ranked among FIDE’s top 100 players. He remains one of
the most successful players Britain has ever produced.
During his visit, Nigel gave a talk to pupils which was based around their
questions. He talked about how much chess has changed since his time at Bolton
School, largely due to the prevalence of laptops and the fact that chess software
can now “absolutely wipe out the World Champion”. He discussed how this
software can help players to improve by helping them to check their games after
playing to see where they have made mistakes, and encouraged them to look
back and find tactical opportunities they might have missed in the heat of the
moment. Nigel went on to talk about how chess, like any discipline, requires
dedication and lots of time to reach the top: while at school, he played around 150
games under tournament conditions in a year, and one year managed as many as
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playing. However, the first few began to fall shortly after, and by
the time an hour and a half had passed, Nigel had halved his pool
of opponents. However, as two hours went by, eleven boards
remained active! Ultimately the grandmaster’s wealth of
experience proved too much for the next generation, and after
two and a half hours of chess, the last two Bolton School players
were defeated.

180 games. He said, “The people who seem to play eﬀortlessly,
it’s not eﬀortless. It only looks eﬀortless because people have
practised a huge amount.”
Following the talk, Year 13 students Jack Virgin and Rohit
Bagewadi, who have been awarded School Colours for Chess,
enjoyed lunch with Nigel and were able to talk with him about his
experiences playing chess around the world.
The simultaneous exhibition match was no doubt the highlight of

The opportunity to play against a grandmaster who is ranked

the day for all of the 23 pupils who faced the grandmaster. Before

within the top 100 in the world is an experience that all twenty-

the matches began, Mr. Britton presented Nigel with honorary Full

three pupils will all be able to learn from in their future chess

Colours for Chess.

matches, and something they are sure to remember for years to

Once under way, the hall fell silent and there was an atmosphere

come.

of intense concentration. At the hour mark, all pupils were still
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Chapter 9

Theatre Trip
to ‘La Casa
de Bernarda

Theatre Trip to ‘La Casa de Bernarda Alba’

O

ne chilly February evening, Year 12 and 13 Hispanists, along with Mrs.
Cotton, Mr. Lees and Miss Jimenez-Gómez, decided to shun the usual Monday
evening mundanity in favour of some high culture in the form of Lorca’s
masterpiece ‘La casa de Bernarda Alba’. The play was put on by the disabled-led
company Graeae and incorporated British Sign Language, which added extra
facets to the power-play between the five unmarried daughters imprisoned in their
own home for an enforced period of mourning, and ruled over by their tyrannical
mother. It was interesting to see how this allegory of a fascist state, written by
Lorca under the Franco dictatorship and completed just weeks before he was
executed by firing squad for his political dissidence, has resonance in today’s
political climate. Year 13 even managed to draw parallels with another strong
female character in the set text they are studying this year. The performance was
excellent, and though not all the boys (or indeed, staﬀ) will be giving up their
Odeon habit in favour of the theatre, it was an enriching cultural experience for all.
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Chapter 10

Children’s Author
Caroline
Lawrence visits
School

Children’s Author Caroline Lawrence visits School

C

aroline Lawrence, the author of the popular Roman Mysteries series of
books, recently visited School to talk to Year 7 pupils. In addition to the Roman
Mysteries, Caroline has written the Roman Mystery Scrolls for younger
readers, The Night Raid and Queen of the Silver Arrow based on stories from
Virgil’s Aeneid, volumes of short stories, the Western Mysteries series, and is
currently writing the Roman Quests: a new series set in Roman Britain.
Her talk opened with three recitations in ancient languages: the Iliad in Ancient
Greek, the Lord’s Prayer in Latin, and the opening of Genesis in Hebrew. She then
began with the statement that “books can change your life” and talked about
reading The Last of the Wine by Mary Renault, set in Classical Greece, which
sparked her life-long interest in Classics and set her on the path to becoming an
author.
For the writers in the audience, Caroline gave advice on how to create characters
and plots by using archetypes, but changing them slightly or doing something
unexpected with them. She also mentioned how she based her own characters on
the elements of Air, Earth, Fire and Water, as these were an important basis for
character traits to the Romans. She was also able to talk about Roman
superstitions about thresholds, and how crossing thresholds are often very
important to the plot of any story.
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Chapter 11

Under 14s
Runners-Up in
Lancashire
Schools’ Rugby
Plate

Under 14s Runners-Up in Lancashire Schools’ Rugby Plate

B

olton School Under 14s Rugby team ended a good season by reaching the
Lancashire County Schools’ Finals’ Day after impressive wins against Audenshaw
and Hutton in earlier rounds.
The impressive setting of Fylde RUFC provided the venue for Bolton to take on
local rivals Standish High School. A slow start from Bolton allowed Standish to
gain the upper hand before Bolton could have taken three points with a penalty, a
decision to run it led to Bolton being held up just short and Standish then took
hold of the game to take a 12-point lead. After a great period of Bolton
possession, once again the Standish defence stood firm and a turnover led to a
further try and a half time lead of 19-0 to Standish.
The second half started well for Bolton, but yet another turn over led to a fourth try
against Bolton. The next fifteen minutes, with all Bolton’s replacements on, saw
them dominate the game and score two quick tries. An outside chance of a
comeback was briefly on, but Standish managed to regroup and scored a final try
to finish deserved winners by 29 points to 10.
Coaches Mr. Fernside and Mr. Watkinson said: “Congratulations to all the Under
14 squad who have improved immensely over the year – a result of responding to
a hard regular training regime.“
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Chapter 12

Fun at the
Physics
Olympics

Fun at the Physics Olympics

P

upils in Year 9 from 13 Ogden Trust Partnership schools came together at
Bolton School to compete in the annual Physics Olympics. The 123 participating
pupils were split into 23 teams for the competition, with each team named after a
famous physicist from Archimedes to Volta, and took part in five thirty-minute
physics tasks to test their knowledge and skills over the course of the day.
The ‘Rainbow Babies’ challenge put pupils’ knowledge of physics principles to the
test: they were asked to calculate the combined mass of three hand-knitted dolls
using only a stand, a spring, a stop-clock and a set of 100g masses. Pupils were
given two methods, one measuring the spring’s oscillations and the other its
extension, both of which are based on Hooke’s Law. They then had to use their
knowledge and practical abilities to plot a graph before using all of this information
to come up with the correct answer.
Pupils had lots of fun creating air-powered rockets in the ‘Bullseye’ task. Each
team made their own paper rocket and then fired it along the corridor, aiming to
send the rocket through a hoop attached to the ceiling for an extra ten points
before landing it on a target, preferably on the bullseye for maximum points!
Strategy and aerodynamics were both important for this task, and pupils enjoyed
launching their creations along the corridor regardless of the outcome.
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In ‘Sink or Swim’, the challenge was to create a boat capable of

The Physics Olympics was run by Mr. Ormerod and Bolton

holding the greatest possible mass of marbles without sinking in a

School staﬀ with assistance from the lab technicians and Sixth

tub of water. This was certainly one of the most diﬃcult tasks of

Form pupils. The Sixth Formers also gave enlightening

the day, as pupils were given just two sheets of card, two plastic

presentations to further explain the physics behind each of the

wallets and sellotape to work with! Nonetheless, all the teams

tasks and some of the real-world applications, from calculating

worked hard to come up with waterproof boat designs and to

mass without gravity in space to the construction of skyscrapers.

increase the buoyancy to maximise the number of marbles they
could hold.

Mr. Ormerod announced the winning teams for each individual
event, with first, second and third place in each task receiving

Another construction task was ‘Jelly Baby Towers’, in which

medals. A Boys’ Division team took second place in the Rainbow

pupils had to build a tower that was capable of holding a hard-

Babies task, while a team from the Girls’ Division came first in the

boiled egg for ten seconds, using only brittle dry spaghetti and

Jelly Baby Towers challenge.

jelly babies! The tallest tower won the task, so pupils had to
consider ways to strengthen their designs as well as figure out
how hold the egg at the top.

Two teams from Thornleigh took second and third place overall,
but it was the Dirac team from Wellacre Academy who won the
trophy. With consistent high scores and podium positions in a

‘Delayed Timing’ asked pupils to slow a marble’s descent down a

number of activities, this was a well-deserved win for the pupils.

sloping board, and if possible use it to turn a light on and oﬀ in

Alongside the trophy, each member of the team won a copy of

the course of its journey. The Year 9s quickly discovered that this

Brian Cox and Jeﬀ Forshaw’s book ‘The Quantum Universe:

was not as easy as it appeared. They used 100g masses,

Everything That Can Happen

cardboard and masking tape to construct mazes for the marbles

Does Happen.’ All of the

to run through, and came up with creative ways to switch lights

pupils who attended the

on and oﬀ in the process.

Physics Olympics received

Throughout the day, there was also the ‘Fermi Quiz’ to complete:
a diﬃcult series of questions that really tested pupils’ knowledge,
but a good way to pick up extra marks for those who managed

participation medals
before leaving at the end
of the day.

correct answers.
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Chapter 13

Jos Maintains
Family's National
Water Polo
Tradition

Jos Maintains Family's National Water Polo Tradition

P

laying water polo for one's country it seems is a family tradition for the
Winstanleys. Youngest of three brothers, Jos, aged 16, has been called up for the
England Under 17 water polo squad and follows in the footsteps of Aaron, who
captained the Great Britain team at Under 19 level and eldest brother Drew, who
also represented his country at Under 19 level.
Jos will compete in the European Nations’ Tournament in Brno in the Czech
Republic during the Easter vacation. The finals will see twelve teams take part in
the competition and the Year 11 pupil faces an intensive training camp
beforehand. Jos’ goal is to then be selected for the Great Britain Under 17 team
which will compete in the European Championships Qualifying tournament in May.
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Chapter 14

Old Boys
Named in
England Water
Polo Team

Old Boys Named in England Water Polo Team

T

hree years ago, the England Senior Water polo team was disbanded due to
funding cuts across many sports. A senior squad has recently been re-established,
and a team will compete in the EU Nations men’s Water polo in Poland in May and
then a student team will compete in the 29th World University Games (Universiade)
in Chinese Taipei in August. With this latter tournament in mind, the team selected
for Poland is young and includes recent old boys Lewis Daly, Aaron Winstanley
and former member of staﬀ Addison Brown. Congratulations to all three!
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